
Back to our Natural Humanness: Self-sustaining our Contemplativeness

Formerly  I  have  discussed about  the possibility  for  a  new type  of  social  sentiment.
Rather  than  projecting  humanity  in  the  dangerous  path  of  a  continuous  parabolic
growth, I have suggested the idea of finding some sort of equilibrium. I have hinted that
this equilibrium can only come by a sort of state of contemplation that individuals can
only reach via an almost ritualistic examination of their day to day reality.  

We seem to have come to a forking path.  To the right  the option is  to become all
carnivorous  to  get  back  killing  one  another  thus  shrink  the  world  population  and
relocate the ever shrinking natural resources to the winners of a bloody battle to come.
To the left the option is to become all herbivorous and like sheep softly populate what is
left of the green pastures of the earth, unaware of any wolf and just thoughtless.

I doubt that the whole of humanity will ever go down the same path. I believe that the
human destiny will  evolve into something more messy and unexpected. There is the
possibility for nations and federations to enforce their will onto people, to direct them
one or the other way yet I also believe that this enforcing comes as most unnatural and
will only lead to catastrophic consequences. 

Rather  than this  top  down decision-making  approach  on the  destiny of  human life,
rather than pushing people to loose their humanities all together to be enraged dogs or
brainless sheep, what I am trying to bring forward is the most ancient of all options, an
option that implies the recovery of a deeper connection with our nature, a recovery that
will turn humans more satisfied and less in need of all the harmful worldly surplus.

Contemporary humans require a constant flow of surplus as, so it seems they are deeply
dissatisfied within.  They constantly  need new things  to buy or  experience;  they are
unable to be satisfied. If it isn't actual things they need more titles or more credits of
some sort. Yet there is a marvelous world of infinite sanctification laying in the cold
darkness of their forgotten souls. This is really my non-religious, perhaps spiritual but
most of all transcendentalist intuition; this forgotten nature is but our only salvation.

It  is  counterproductive for  any type of  political  ideology  to go down the path I  am
proposing.  Even the most counterproductive of  political  ideology would find it  most
absurd and yet it is so obvious to me that not growing nor degrowing is the answer but
simply finding this state of total existential satisfaction, an harmonious balance in which
gratification comes not at the expenses of our nature but by an act of contemplation
which not only enriches us but enriches this very nature as well.

In other words, to more easily enable the existential satisfaction of its citizens, societies



would have to dismantle all of their hierarchical structures and their capitalist oriented
mechanisms. Humanity would have to settle for the maintenance of a certain level of
goods  and  machines,  the  production  of  which  should  be  embedded  in  the  daily
contemplative dynamics of each individual.

In  this  respect  I  believe  that  the  falseness  of  societies  kept  together  merely  under
geographical  parameters  should  be  abolished  to  give  way  to  more  organic  type  of
communities  which  would  take  in  their  hands  maintenance  of  a  certain  kinds  of
production based on their own natural inclinations. Human development as such should
be intended as a happy and satisfied living with our reality.

In a world where humans would be spiritually satisfied, in a conglomerations of non-
religious but contemplative ashrams where the development of community-sustainable
technologies  are  pursued  for  the  maintenance  of  contemplative  practices,  there
wouldn't be any need to engineer further mastodon technologies to bring giant societies
onto  the  same  spaceships  only  rushing  to  leave  planet  earth  uprooting  whatever
possible resource from it so as to guarantee our non-life in space.

We can be traveling intergalactically  also  without moving a finger, without any of the
so consumptive technological apparatuses we are so secretly keen to deploy behind the
environmental agendas of the too old geographic nations of our planet. Our earthship
has the unique capability to renew itself and so it is our very nature within. Any attempt
to replace it  and simulate this regenerate will  simply and only be most artificial  but
above all most infringing of the actual regeneration our natural selves and our natural
environments can set forward.

Contemporary humans ought to only and foremostly attempt to reonciliate themselves
with their nature. It isn't now a drastic question, a question of getting bak to some sort
of wild state. It is simply a question of slowly but persistently opening our eyes to our
natural development and by doing so strengthening it and getting it far less dependent
if not fully independent from the highly consumptive artificial apparatus societies ckeep
on deploying.

The more in fact we neglect our nature the more societies and its official  members
ought  to  deploy  not  only  new  technologies  but  in  general  more  sophisticated
procedures to let the other human members accept their unfulfilled human destinies,
their  unnatural  roles  in  a  most  unnatural  and overly-bureaucratic  mechanism which
have been set up to try to cover up all possible yet generic exceptions. 

Now that this grand mechanism, this artificial spaceship has been installed, more and
more  desperate  people  from  poor  nations  who  weren't  able  to  device  their  own



spaceships are systematically invited in. My doubt here is really the spaceship per se, its
complex mechanism and the fact that it only takes from nature without ever returning
anything to it, if not symbolically in the form of a planted tree.

Nature  however  is  far  from  just  being  a  forest,  or  an  environment.  Within  these
spaceships the very nature of those who maintain, thus the majority of its inhabitants,
have simply no nature left  within,  they feel  completely exhausted and over-worked.
They probably still  believe in their cause, in the ideologies that have generated such
monsters.

Possibly then rather than thinking of a growth or a degrowth the argument here should
lean towards getting more humans, and scaling the infrastructures humans necessitate
to a more human scale. For the time being as soon as we notice that whatever technical
of  political  procedure is  getting  too far  beyond a human scale  I  think  if  we cannot
oppose it we ought to get out of it and if we cannot get out of it we ought to critic it
starting from its very foundations.

If it is impossible for us to constitute a community, if the too scaled up governance is so
pervasive that there is no way for us to go that direction, we ought to genuinely conduct
the very practice of getting in touch with ourselves and our surrounding. It sounds weird
but it  is  the way we can implode and at the same time explode with much natural
proliferation that will eventually also affect others, which will get at least some humans
back to their humanness, away from their functions of technicians of a too large social
monster.    


